
In partnership with

The very FIRST CARDANO NFT project with
real life applications, actual redeemable rewards,

Travel & Hospitality benefits & sustainable
community development.



Intro Folklore 

Are you looking to protect yourself?
Or unleash the evil?
Let the Universe decide!

Cardano Non-Fungible Token!
Introducing Yakka - CNFT !

As far as the ancient folklore of Sri Lanka goes, the stories 
of YAKKA inspired creations are indeed inspired by
mythical pieces of history that are only spoken by the 
elders who guard the secrets of these legends up to date. 
They speak of a time where Yakka (devils) had a significant 
impact in the world unseen to the eye, causing havoc, fear 
& chaos among the communities, while some were known 
as protectors of the human race in times of need.

These Masks representing the folklores & devils (yakka) 
which carry backstories to the ancient times are valuable 
pieces of history that run beyond our realm and overtime 
have been forgotten in the hands of time only as
fragments of a mystical culture. Mainly Categorised as 
RAKSHA, SANNI & KOLAM, the legend has it that these 
masks hold a significant mystical, historical and cultural 
value that is also known by the local communities to hold 
special supernatural powers that can be used for both 
good & evil.

These creative masks with added enhancements are
now heading into the Blockchain space unleashing their
mystics beyond the originating island nation of Sri Lanka, 
forever immortalising them in the form of NFTs, looking to 
find the next owner in this realm who will hold their prow-
ess within the digital space. 



 Vision
Thousands of collectors holding and appreciating the art, talent, and 
passion behind these mystical pieces of  a fading sculptural artform

Strategy &
Key Features

Giving back to the community by way of donations, professional 
assistance for growth and sustainability

Downloadable content, Full ownership of your NFTs (High resolution 
images, 3D animations, and more)

All 6,666 pieces in the collection will be up for grabs by the 
entire NFT community through minting, trading & airdrops

A team of highly reputed designers,developers and partner 
companies with a long term vision with a focus on sustainability 
& interoperability

To have Thousands of households with a professional print, or an 
actual Sculptural mask hung on their wall representing their NFT

Being an example for future collections, where the art and 
community building is at forefront of the project

Thousands of collectors using both our physical & NFT based 
merchandise
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Community events, rewards, virtual & physical interactions, travel & 
hospitality rewards, raffles, and more benefits for holders

To become a leading project that focuses on community development 
and real life utility applications with numerous use cases.

Connecting both digital and physical art through rewards, gifts, collaborations,
 events, special excursions in exotic destinations



Creating Positive change in the society

What we believe is that NFTs can not only be a creative property to own, but 
when used for the right causes, it can bring about positive outcomes in societies 
and livelihoods. We believe that Cardano’s vision and long-term mission goes 
hand in hand with the projects we are looking to do with the YAKKA CNFTs, 
paving way into uniting communities and empowering a better future through 
sustainable development. We hope to achieve this by

Raising the global awareness to this fading cultural creative art form

Helping the existing creative community uplift their livelihoods through
a portion of the Rewards raised through the NFT sales

Ultimately using Cardano blockchain to help solve real world problems
and help build Communities through sustainable development.



After sale completion of 50% of the collection, YAKKA CNFT team is dedicating a 

portion of all Rewards raised through the sale of the NFTs to help the community 

who continue to follow this fading art form in Sri Lanka. We will go to the depths 

of this creative community and find out their issues and help deserving individu-

als and groups of families who engage in creating these masks. We hope to pro-

vide them equipment, financial assistance and marketing support to build their 

livelihood and make this art form which has lasted over generations live on for 

generations ahead long after us and we hope to bring each and everyone of you 

who hold a YAKKA CNFT along on the journey and make you a part of the sus-

tainable development projects carried out through the proceeds of the project..

Community service & sustainable development



Raksha Clan
Raksha means “demon” and the masks are expected to hold 
an enchanted power intended to ward off evil. They are 
painted in vibrant colours, with bulging eyes and swelling 
tongues accompanying snakes and other enhancements as 
they depict various types of demons.

Raksha Masks are a mythical facet of the Kolam ritual which 
is performed using these masks to date, they are known as a 
tribute to the Rakshasas, Legend has it that these represent a 
race that is rumoured to have been in Sri Lanka and could 
assume 24 different mythical forms.

Kolam Clan
There are many origin stories on the KOLAM mask origins. 
These masks are often used in ancient forms of dancing, and 
comedy, while some are used in stage dramas or rituals to 
ward off evil spirits. Furthermore, there are theories that the 
tradition stems from a set of ancient rites, while its many 
animal characters indicate its roots in the animistic, animal 
spirit rites. KOLAM masks represent a fusion of archaic belief 
systems that predates written literature.

Sanni Clan
Sanni Masks represent Sanni Yakkuma, sometimes known as 
a traditional Sinhalese mystical exorcism ritual. The ritual 
consists of 18 masks, each depicting a particular illness or 
ailment affecting humans. These masks are said to hold 
otherworldly prowess

It is commonly believed that illnesses were brought on 
humans by demons and these beliefs and rituals have prehis-
toric roots in Sri Lanka. According to folklore, the 18 demons 
who are depicted in the Sanni Yakkuma originated during 
ancient times
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The very FIRST CARDANO NFT project with real life applications, 
actual redeemable rewards, Travel & Hospitality benefits & 

sustainable community development.

 BECOME AN EARLY SUPPORTER OF THE PROJECT 
AND GET REWARDED WITH A RARE ANIMATED 3D LIVE YAKKA MASK

Collect 10 or more RAKSHA / SANNI or KOLAM masks = Get 1 random 
ANIMATED 3D LIVE YAKKA mask airdropped for free!

There will only be 666 RARE LIVE MASKS available for airdrops, 
so make sure to complete your collections early to 
Qualify for the airdrop.

K

ndom 

Only 6,666 YAKKA CNFTs will ever be released from this collection on Cardano.

Phase 01 - Release of 6000 2D hand drawn YAKKA Masks

Phase 02 - Airdrops of Rare 666 LIVE ANIMATED 3D YAKKA Masks

Trade, buy and sell characters to collect the entire
 YAKKA MASK COLLECTION!

LIVE YAKKA MASKS airdrop snapshot will be taken 60 days after 
the initial YAKKA CNFT sale.
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Holders of YAKKA masks will be enti-
tled to a portion of Rewards generated 
from future collections launched by us. 
These will be in the form of NFT drops / 
Token drops which could be used for 
staking or cashing out as you prefer.

So you are not only buying one of the 
most unique NFT’s that has real life util-
ity applications, goodwill and benefits, 
but also you will be an owner of an 
asset that generates Reward & value 
over a long period of time.

Long term Hodler Benefits

Passive Reward Generator.

Hodlers of LIVE YAKKA masks have the opportunity to use the NFTs to claim an 
original wooden Mask of choice carved by the traditional local communities 
who still engage in this ancient form of art which inspired this collection of NFTs. 
These can be redeemed through the merchandise store launching in Fall 2023. 
The masks will be shipped to the provided address of the hodler, no matter 
where in the world you are, You get to own this unique piece of history. More 
exciting info to be announced soon.

Merchandise Store 

The exclusive hodlers of the elusive Maha Kola Sanni 3D Animated Live Mask, 
Original Maru Raksha 3D Animated Live Mask and Maha Sammatha 3D Animat-
ed Live Mask will stand a chance to win a fully sponsored 1 week vacation stay in 
the island nation of Sri Lanka, and get to visit the original mask carving villages 
and witness the sacred cultural ritual of “Daha ata Sanniya'' known as the 18 
devils dance performed live at a mystical location along with a host of other 
excursions and rewards. To be announced during summer 2024.

Exclusive Elite Hodler

The Exclusive Elite Holder Masks will be Airdropped 
using a raffle draw system to give everyone an
opportunity to be rewarded. Raffle draw to be
announced after 95% of collection sales.
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Raksha
Masks

Maru Raksha (Devil of Death) is known as the demon who decides on the life 
and death of an individual.

People believe that by invoking the blessings on the Maru Raksha through a 
ritual dance, death could be delayed.

Maru Raksha

Gurulu Raksha ( The Sun bird Devil) is a demon known to hold the mystical 
power to bring about beauty, power & fame

Gurulu Raksha

Gini Raksha (The Fire Devil) is a demon known to hold the mystical prowess of 
warding off evil.

Gini Raksha

Gara Raksha (The King of Devil) (Gara Raksha) is known to hold prowess to 
dispel the evil influence from all malevolent acts.  

Gara Raksha

Mayura Raksha (The Peacock Devil) is supposed to hold the mythical ability to 
bring peace & harmony.

Mayura Raksha

Naga Raksha (Cobra Devil), is known to have the mystical ability to transform 
into a King Cobra.

Naaga Raksha

Rathnakuta Raksha (Sneak Devil) is renowned to hold the mystical power of 
peace, wealth, and prosperity

Rathnakuta Raksha



Sanni Clan
Deva Sanniya
known to hold the prowess to repel 
variation skin ailments 

Bihiri Sanniya 
Known to hold the power to cure 
temporary deafness in humans

Golu Sanniya 
known to hold the prowess to cure 
causes that temporarily mute humans

Bheetha Sanniya 
Known to repel forces that causes 
bodily shivers & uncontrollable fits to 
humans

Gulma Sanniya 
Known to repel ailments in intestines 
of humans

Pissu Sanniya 
Known to cure conditions relating to 
franatical and unstable behaviour and 
psychosis

Wewulum Sanniya 
Known to cure conditions of cold, 
shuddering and shivers in the body

Maru Sanniya 
known to repel ailments that may 
cause death

Kola Sanniya 
known to help repel extreme fear & 
shame in humans

Maha Kola Sanniya 
(leader of all 18 Sanni demons) - 
represents all 18 sanni demons and is 
considered as the most powerful mask 
out of the Sanni mask collection

Pith Sanniya 

known to hold the mystical prowess 
to cure ailments of the bile.

Amukku Sanniya 

Is said to hold the prowess to cure 
various stomach ailments

Naga Sanniya 

It is said the vision of this mask helps 
cure venomous ailments similar to 
that of a cobra in the body.

Ginijala Sanniya 

known to help cure extreme heat 
related ailments to a humans body

Abhuta Sanniya 

Known to cure ailments such as 
extreme sweating & burning
sensations in the body

Murthu Sanniya 

Known to hold the mystical prowess 
to cure fatigue in humans

Demala Sanniya 

Known to cure stammering & mispro-
nunciations and ailments of voice

Kora Sanniya 

Known to hold the prowess to help cure 
swelling to joints & limbs in the body

Kana Sanniya 

Known to hold the prowess to cure 
temporary blindness in humans

Jala Sanniya 

Known to repel colds and shivering 
sensations in the body of a human.



Kolam Masks
Anabera Kolama / Panikkala 

known as the panikkalaya or panikkirala 
(bearer of all official announcements)

Arachchi Kolama 

Evoking fear and loyalty among the 
common people and its comic mask 
represents the village chief

Jasa kolama 

this mask represents a washerman in a  
jovial appearance

Puransina 

this mask represents the other wife of 
Jasa and has a similar face to that of the 
Lenchina mask

Lenchina 

this mask represents the wife of Jasa 
and has an appearance of both old and 
young woman

Hetti Kolama

this mask represents ancient foreign 
traders in sri lanka

Raja Kolama

considered the most important mask of 
the Kolam clan and represents the King 
Maha Sammatha, the Queen (Bisawa) 
and a minister (Amathi)

Police Kolama 

this mask represents a police 
Sergeant a number is attached to 
the hat in the mask

Ananga Bahirava Mask 

known as the mask that represents 
the cupid or love

Riri Yaka Mask 

Believed to represents the (blood 
demon) causing diseases related to 
the blood circulation of humans.

Mahasona

Represents a spirit demon with a 
bear head that haunts the afterlife 
and frighten people and make 
them suffer from fever.

Kalu Yaka Mask 

represents a demon believed to 
cause ailments relevant to females

Sinha Kolama 

the kolam clan includes masks 
belonging to various animals, 
Sinha Kolama represents the Lion.

Nonchi Akka 

this mask represents the wife of the 
official drummer and announcer.

Hewa Kolama 

this mask represents a soldier in the 
time of Sinhalese Kings in which his 
heroic character is both admired and 
humoured

Mudali Kolama 

this mask represents the arrogance and 
importance of a government official.

Gamaraala 

this mask represents a leader in the 
rural villages

Giridevi Mask 

this mask is considered to represent the 
younger sister of the Gara yaka (the 
king of devils).



Roadmap
Q1 2022

Designing & Development of Yakka - යක්ඛ CNFT Collection

Launch of the website

Launch of the Official Discord / Twitter & social channels

Promotional and awareness campaigns

Pre-Mint  Launch of the Yakka - යක්ඛ CNFT collection with 

6000 2D hand drawn masks with unique combinations

Q2 2023

Evaluation and snapshot phase for the airdrops

Raffle draw announcement for the Exclusive Elite Holder Masks 

Airdrop campaign of unique and rare animated Live 666 
Yakka - යක්ඛ masks to qualifying wallets

More announcements to be made

Q1 2023

GENERAL PUBLIC MINT 

Launch of the Yakka - යක්ඛ CNFT collection with 6000 2D 

hand drawn masks with unique combinations

Q3 2023

Special announcements on upcoming projects with interoperability 

with Yakka - යක්ඛ CNFT

Announcement on the development of the merchandising store

Giveaways for partner projects and communities announcement

Stay tuned for more updates



Q4 2023

Launch of the community development donations project
phase 01 after completion of 50% of sales volume in the collection

Promotional and awareness campaign to enhance exposure on
how Cardano supports sustainable development through creative
blockchain products

Phase 01 - Merchandise store beta version launch announcement
and testing

Q1 2024

Announcement on passive Reward generator model for Yakka - යක්ඛ
CNFT Holders after completion of 75% of completion in sales volumes

Phase 02 - Merchandise store public launch and redeemable
rewards system to go live

Auctioning of 03 animated 3D Live Yakka Masks from the collection
among the community

Stay tuned for more updates…

Q3 2024

Community development Phase 02

Donations for necessary equipment and financial assistance to enhance 
efficiency of product developments.

Support services for training and guidance for product development,
branding & marketing

Evaluations of Phase 01 implementations.

Q2 2024
Stay tuned for more exciting updates
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Q4 2024

Passive Reward generation from projects / token / airdrops
and rewards for long term hodlers

Yakka - යක්ඛ CNFT hodlers exclusive club with added benefits
to be announced.

Q2 2025

Yakka - යක්ඛ CNFT tokenization project development
announcement ($Yakka) 

Advanced interoperable staking & rewards program announcement

Q3 2025

Exclusive Elite hodler fully sponsored 1 week vacation stay in the
island nation of Sri Lanka along with host of other benefits, excursions
and rewards to be announced.

Exclusive Elite Hodler wallet snapshot phase

Q1 2025
Stay tuned for more exciting updates

Stay tuned !
More to be announced ! Stay tuned !
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Conclusion 
Yakka - යක්ඛ CNFT project is the first of its kind launching on the Cardano Blockchain 
with an extensive breakdown of hospitality & travel benefits & rewards in real world 
aimed at the hodlers of this unique piece of creative art. Part of the proceeds generated 
from this project will be used for community building and sustainable development 
projects to uplift a dying form of art and culture and assist the stakeholders in 
developing new avenues for improvements in efficiency, productivity and 
exposure for the communities to network, and prosper.

As the brand behind the the development of the very first Cardano Stake Pool in Sri 
Lanka, getting unparalleled recognition from the Cardano Community and founders for 
the work we have conducted during the last year alongside the Cardano World Summit, 
“Coin Ceylon” team is proud to be launching the first of it’s kind Cardano NFT collection 
and we are dedicated to take this project forward in the coming years 
building valuable partnerships with other projects and likeminded individuals 
increasing the interoperability and building up new avenues of relationships
while keeping the goals of sustainability of deliverables both transparent and 
beneficial to all  stakeholders.

So join us in our journey as we bring real world applications and utility models from the 
blockchain space to the real world, and apply it in sustainable business models to solve 
problems and help the communities while rewarding all our partners, stakeholders and 
well wishers moving forward to make technology accessible to all and increasing
opportunities to make the world a better place.

on the Cardano B
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www.yakka.art

yakka.art/discord yakka.art/twitter


